Circular No. 420

Implementing Article 25 of the Data Protection Rules (DPR)

Article 1 – Purpose

The purpose of this Circular is to clarify the concept of and requirements for the restrictions of the rights of data subjects set forth in Article 25 of the Implementing Rules for Articles 1b and 32a of the Service Regulations (DPR). It also lays down rules on the conditions and procedures under which the Office, when processing personal data for its administrative functioning, namely the processing operations necessary for the Office’s management and functioning set out in Article 3, may restrict in accordance with Article 25 DPR the observance of the rights and obligations provided for in Articles 15 to 22, 34 and 35 DPR, as well as of Article 4 DPR in so far as its provisions correspond to the rights and obligations provided for in Articles 15 to 22 DPR.

Article 2 – Definitions

For the purposes of this Circular, the following definitions apply, in addition to the definitions in Article 3 DPR:

"Restriction of the rights of the data subject" means the act of temporarily limiting in an individual case, in accordance with Article 25 DPR and under the requirements for lawfulness set out therein, an existing right of the data subject in relation to processing of personal data by the Office in its administrative functioning. A restriction is an exception made in particular circumstances and under certain conditions to the general rule under the DPR allowing the exercise of rights of the data subject and imposing related obligations. A restriction may be applied when the controller enjoys discretion under the applicable legal provisions of the European Patent Organisation (EPO) as to whether or not to limit the rights of the data subject.

"Exemption to the applicability of the rights of the data subject" means a privilege conferred by a legal provision of the EPO that releases the controller from certain obligations under the DPR or allows the limitation of the rights of data subjects provided for in the DPR. In order to give rise to an exemption, the legal provision of the EPO must clearly identify the scope of the exemption's application and leave the controller no room for discretion as to whether or not the exemption must be applied, even if the practical implementation may vary depending on the circumstances. An exemption is permanent in the sense that it lasts for as long as the legal provision that provides for it is in force.
"Rights of the data subject" means the rights provided for in Articles 15 to 22, 34 and 35 DPR and in Article 4 DPR in so far as its provisions correspond to the rights and obligations provided for in Articles 15 to 22 DPR, as they apply in accordance with Article 25 DPR.

"Legal provisions of the EPO" means the European Patent Convention (EPC) or its constituent parts, international agreements and treaties such as the Patent Cooperation Treaty and any provisions applicable under them, in particular in relation to the procedure for granting European patents on the basis of Article 4(3) EPC and related procedures. They include the provisions governing the publication of patent applications, patents and related information, the constitution, maintenance and preservation of files, file inspection and exclusions from file inspection, communication with parties, correction and rectification, the exchange of information with patent offices and other authorities and disciplinary proceedings against professional representatives, and further legal arrangements made by the President of the Office, rules and instruments enacted by the Administrative Council, as well as circulars, communiqués and all other legal provisions adopted or issued by the President of the Office or by the President of the Boards of Appeal.

"Hard personal data" means objective data such as identification data, contact data, professional data, administrative details, data received from specific sources, electronic communications and traffic data.

"Soft personal data" means subjective data related to a data subject such as reasoning and opinions, behavioural data, performance and conduct data and data related to or brought forward in connection with the subject-matter of proceedings or an activity.

Article 3 – Field of application

(1) This Circular has the same field of application as provided for in Article 2 DPR. In particular, it applies to processing operations initiated and carried out by the Office throughout the procedures and activities listed in Article 4(1), including prior to commencing them and when monitoring their outcome. It also applies to co-operation, including assistance, between the Office and competent authorities of contracting states to the EPC and/or other competent authorities, for example of third countries or international organisations.

(2) Subject to the conditions set out in this Circular, the following rights of the data subject may be restricted: right to the provision of information to data subjects, right of access, right to rectification, right to erasure, right to restriction of processing, right to communication of a personal data breach to the data subjects and right to confidentiality of electronic communications.

(3) When it applies, the right to object under Article 23 DPR cannot be restricted. Data subjects always have the right to object to processing of their personal data under Article 5(a) DPR, i.e. processing necessary for the performance of a task carried out on the basis of legal provisions of the EPO or in the legitimate exercise of the official authority vested in the controller, which includes the processing necessary for the Office’s management and functioning. However, while data subjects have the right to object, the controller examining the objection may nevertheless demonstrate that there are compelling legitimate grounds not to grant it.

(4) When processing data within the framework of its official activities and fulfilling its obligations as regards rights of data subjects under the DPR, the controller must first consider whether the
legal provisions of the EPO provide for any exemption to the applicability of the rights of the data subject in the processing operation. If an exemption applies, the controller is not obliged to comply with the obligations laid down in the DPR as regards the rights of the data subject in question.

(5) When applying restrictions to the rights of the data subject, the controller and the delegated controller must be able to demonstrate compliance with the DPR and with the conditions and requirements laid down this Circular and justify the application of the restriction.

(6) This Circular applies to all categories of personal data, including both hard personal data and soft personal data.

Article 4 – Restrictions

(1) The Office may restrict the application of Articles 15 to 21, 34 and 35 DPR, as well as of Article 4 DPR in so far as its provisions correspond to the rights and obligations provided for in Articles 15 to 21 DPR:

(a) pursuant to Article 25(1)(b), (c), (d), (f), (g) and (h) DPR when conducting investigative processes under the Implementing Rules for Articles 21, 21a and 93(2) of the Service Regulations (ServRegs)

(b) pursuant to Article 25(1)(b), (c), (e), (f), (g) and (h) DPR when conducting disciplinary proceedings under Articles 93, 95, 95a and Chapter 3 ServRegs

(c) pursuant to Article 25(1)(a), (b), (c), (e), (f), (g) and (h) DPR when processing personal data in proceedings related to the prevention and management of grievances under the provisions of Title VIII (Settlement of Disputes) ServRegs and Articles 49, 50, 51 and 52 DPR or in connection with the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims involving the EPO or its subordinate bodies, including arbitration, in order to preserve confidential information and documents obtained from the parties, interveners or other legitimate sources

(d) pursuant to Article 25(1)(h) DPR when processing health-related data in medical procedures and files

(e) pursuant to Article 25(1)(c), (g) and (h) DPR when conducting internal audits in relation to activities or organisational units of the Office

(f) pursuant to Article 25(1)(c), (g) and (h) DPR in investigations carried out by the Data Protection Officer under Article 43(2) DPR

(g) pursuant to Article 25(1)(a), (b), (c), (d), (g) and (h) DPR for the purposes of IT incident management and physical security incident reports, whether handled internally or with external involvement
(h) pursuant to Article 25(1)(c), (d), (g) and (h) DPR when providing or receiving assistance to or from competent public authorities, including from EPC contracting states and international organisations, or when co-operating with them on activities defined in relevant service level agreements, memoranda of understanding and co-operation agreements, either at their request or on the Office's own initiative

(2) Restrictions of individual rights are lawful when they safeguard the important interests listed in Article 25(1) DPR. Data subjects' rights can be restricted only when those interests are at stake and when the restrictions aim at safeguarding such interests.

(3) Restrictions must always respect the essence of the right that is being restricted. This means that restrictions that are so extensive and intrusive that, in effect, they deprive a fundamental right of its basic substance and prevent the individual from exercising it cannot be justified. If the essence of the right is compromised, the restriction must already be considered unlawful and it is unnecessary to further assess whether it serves an objective of general interest and satisfies the necessity and proportionality criteria.

(4) A necessity and proportionality test must be carried out in each case before a restriction is applied. Restrictions must be limited to what is strictly necessary to achieve their objective. For accountability purposes, restrictions must be documented in an internal and confidential assessment note that analyses which rights are to be restricted, for how long, for what reasons and on which of the legal grounds listed in paragraph 1 and sets out the outcome of the necessity and proportionality test. This test will also be conducted when reviewing the application of a restriction.

(5) A restriction is in principle a temporary measure and, as such, must not restrict a right of the data subject indefinitely. Restrictions must be lifted as soon as the circumstances that justify them no longer apply and, in particular, where it is considered that an exercise of the restricted right would no longer cancel the effect of the restriction imposed or adversely affect the rights or freedoms of other data subjects.

(6) The Office may exchange personal data of data subjects with competent public authorities of EPC contracting states in accordance with Article 20 of the EPO Protocol on Privileges and Immunities and with public authorities of third countries or international organisations under public international law. Where the exchange of personal data is initiated by another authority or international organisation, no restriction will be applied by the Office. When processing personal data received from other public entities for the purposes of performing its tasks, the Office will consult those public entities on potential grounds for imposing restrictions and the necessity and proportionality of any such restrictions unless this would jeopardise its activities.

(7) The records of processing operations subject to restrictions and, where applicable, the documents setting out the factual and legal basis for those restrictions must be made available to the Data Protection Board upon request.
Article 5 – Specification of the controller, safeguards and storage periods

(1) Unless otherwise specified in the DPR, the President of the Office acts as the controller of the personal data processed by the Office and is free to delegate competence to determine the purposes and means of processing certain personal data to an organisational unit, represented by its head. Data subjects must be informed of the delegated controllers in the records and data protection notices published on the Office's intranet and/or website.

(2) The Office must implement safeguards to prevent abuse of, unlawful access to or transmission or transfer of personal data in respect of which restrictions apply or could be applied. Such safeguards include technical and organisational measures and must be detailed as necessary in circulars, guidelines, procedural documentation and administrative instructions of the Office. The measures must include:

(a) a clear definition of roles, responsibilities and procedural steps

(b) a secure electronic environment which prevents unlawful and accidental access to or transfer of electronic data to unauthorised persons

(c) secure storage and processing of paper-based documents

(d) due monitoring of restrictions and periodic review of their application

The reviews referred to in point (d) must be conducted at least once a year and at the closure of the procedure in question.

(3) Restrictions must be lifted as soon as the circumstances that justify them no longer apply.

(4) The storage period of the personal data processed in the procedures in which restrictions are applied must be no longer than specified in the records and data protection notices for the procedures and activities listed in Article 4(1). At the end of the storage period, the case-related information, including personal data, must be deleted, anonymised or stored in the Office's historical archives.

(5) When considering whether to apply a restriction, the Office must weigh up the potential risks to the rights and freedoms of the data subject against, in particular, the risks to the rights and freedoms of other data subjects and the risks of hindering the purpose and outcome of the processing operation. Risks to the rights and freedoms of the data subject primarily include, but are not limited to, reputational risks and risks to the right of defence and the right to be heard.

Article 6 – Involvement of the Data Protection Officer

(1) The delegated controller must inform the Data Protection Officer without undue delay whenever the delegated controller restricts the application of the rights of data subjects, lifts the restriction or revises the period of restriction in accordance with this Circular. The delegated controller will provide the Data Protection Officer with access to the internal and confidential assessment note containing the assessment of the necessity and proportionality of the restriction and any documents concerning the factual or legal context, and document the date the Data Protection Officer is informed in the specific record.
(2) The Data Protection Officer may request the delegated controller in writing to review the application of a restriction. The delegated controller must inform the Data Protection Officer in writing of the outcome of the requested review.

(3) The involvement of the Data Protection Officer in the restriction procedure, including any exchanges of information, must be documented in an appropriate form.

**Article 7 – Information for data subjects on restrictions of their rights**

(1) The Office must publish on its intranet and/or its website records within the meaning of Article 32 DPR, data protection notices and/or privacy policies which inform all data subjects of the activities involving processing of their personal data and of their rights in relation to a given processing, including information on any potential restrictions of these rights. The information must cover which rights may be restricted, the grounds on which the restriction may be applied and the potential duration of the restriction.

(2) Where data subjects request to exercise their right of access, rectification, erasure and restriction of processing in relation to their personal data processed in the context of one or more specific cases or in a particular processing operation, the Office will limit its assessment of their request to the personal data concerned only.

(3) Where applicable, the delegated controller must inform data subjects individually, in writing and without undue delay of current or future restrictions of their rights. The delegated controller must also inform the data subjects of the principal reasons and the legal grounds on which the restrictions are based and the potential duration of the restrictions, of their right to consult the Data Protection Officer with a view to challenging the restriction and of their right to seek legal redress under Articles 49 and 50 DPR.

(4) In duly justified cases and under the conditions laid down in this Circular, the controller may restrict the provision of certain information where this is necessary and proportionate in the context of the procedures and activities listed in Article 4(1). In particular, the provision of information about the reasons for a restriction and the right to seek legal redress under Articles 49 and 50 DPR may be deferred, omitted or denied in accordance with Article 25(4) DPR if it would cancel the effect of the restriction.

(5) Where the delegated controller restricts, wholly or partly, the provision of information referred to in paragraph 3, it must document in the internal and confidential assessment note the reasons for the restriction, including a reasoned assessment of its necessity and proportionality, the legal grounds for it and its duration.

(6) A restriction referred to in paragraph 4 continues to apply for as long as the reasons justifying it remain applicable. An assessment of whether the reasons remain applicable must take place in every case. Once the reasons for the restriction no longer apply, the delegated controller must provide the data subject with the information.

(7) The delegated controller will review the application of the restriction at least once a year and at the closure of the procedure in question. Thereafter, the delegated controller will monitor the need to maintain any restriction on an annual basis.
The provisions of this Article do not apply to the right of access to medical data and/or files, for which specific rules are explicitly laid down in Article 8 below.

Article 8 – Right of access to medical data and/or files

(1) Restrictions of the right of access of data subjects to their medical data and/or files are governed by the specific provisions of this Article.

(2) Subject to the following paragraphs of this Article, the Office may restrict a data subject's right to directly access their personal medical data and/or files of a psychological or psychiatric nature which are processed by the Office but only if access to those data is likely to adversely affect and pose an immediate danger to the life and health of the data subject or others. The restriction must be proportionate to what is strictly necessary to protect the data subject or others.

(3) Access to the data referred to in paragraph 2 must be given to a physician of the data subject's choice.

(4) Where data subjects request to exercise their right of access to their personal medical data processed in the context of one or more specific cases or in a particular processing operation, the Office will limit its assessment of their request to the personal data concerned only.

(5) Where the Office restricts, wholly or partly, a data subject's right of direct access to personal medical data and/or files of a psychological or psychiatric nature, it must take the following steps:

(a) inform the data subject concerned, in its reply to the request, of the restriction applied and of the principal reasons for it and of their right to consult the Data Protection Officer and seek legal redress in accordance with Articles 49 and 50 DPR. The provision of this information may be deferred, omitted or denied in accordance with Article 25(4) DPR if it would cancel the effect of the restriction.

(b) document in the internal and confidential assessment note the reasons for the restriction, including a reasoned assessment of its necessity and proportionality which, in particular, evaluates how exercising the right of access would adversely affect and pose an immediate danger to the life and health of the data subject or others, and the potential duration of the restriction.

(6) Any restriction referred to in this Article will continue to apply for as long as the reasons justifying it remain applicable. Once the reasons for the restriction no longer apply, upon a request of the data subject, the delegated controller will review the need to maintain the restriction.

Article 9 – Communication of a personal data breach to the data subject

(1) Where the Office is under an obligation to communicate a data breach under Article 34(6) DPR, it may, in exceptional circumstances, restrict such communication wholly or partly. However, the right to this communication must not be restricted in procedures for dealing with harassment.

(2) The delegated controller must draw up a note documenting the reasons for the restriction, the legal ground for it under Article 4(1) and an assessment of its necessity and proportionality. This
note must be communicated to the Data Protection Officer when the personal data breach is notified.

(3) Once the reasons for the restriction no longer apply, the Office must communicate the personal data breach to the data subjects concerned and inform them of the principal reasons for the restriction and of their right to consult the Data Protection Officer and seek legal redress in accordance with Articles 49 and 50 DPR.

**Article 10 – Confidentiality of electronic communications**

(1) In exceptional circumstances, the Office may restrict the right to confidentiality of electronic communications under Article 35 DPR. Such restrictions must comply with the Guidelines on Electronic Communications.

(2) Where the Office restricts the right to confidentiality of electronic communications, it must inform the data subject concerned, in its reply to any request from that data subject, of the principal reasons for applying the restriction and of the right to seek legal redress in accordance with Article 49 and Article 50 DPR.

(3) The Office may defer, omit or deny the provision of information about the reasons for a restriction and about the right to consult the Data Protection Officer and seek legal redress in accordance with Articles 49 and 50 DPR for as long as such provision would cancel the effect of the restriction. An assessment of whether deferring, omitting or denying the provision of information is justified must take place in every case.

**Article 11 – Entry into force**

This Circular shall enter into force on 1 January 2022.

Munich, 16 December 2021.

The President of the European Patent Office

António Campinos